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SOME FACTORS INFLUENCING TRANSFER OF
SIMULATOR TRAINING

Paul W. Caro
Human Resources Research Organizatinn

INTRODUCTION

The use of simulators and other training devices is iners,asihg rapidly. One assumes
that this phenomenon is intended to enhance the effectiveness and/or the efficiency of
the training programs in which such devices arc used, but the seriousness with which
simulator makers and users pursue this intent might well he questioned from both the
practical and scientific points of view. Following a study of the use of aircraft simulators
in selected U.S. military and civilian pilot training progams, the Comptroller General of
the United States recently issued a report to the Congress which was critical of the
extent to which simulators are being used in the military training programs studied (1).
The report suggested that present knowledge of simulator design and employment is
sufficient to support much more extensive use of simulators than was typically found to
he the case. The report cites certain pilot training agencies which seem to employ that
knowledge more effectively than do others, even though the knowledge is available to all.

The Comptroller General report was not intended as a scientific study of psy-
chological factors and their influences on simulator training effectiveness. Instead, it
identified factors related to the management of simulator training and attitudes toward
such training which tend to impede more extensive use of simulators. Factors identified
include regulations emphasizing aircraft rather than simulator training, inadequate instruc-
tor training, failure to use simulator capabilities fully, and poor simulator maintenance.
The influence of such management factors upon trainer use has been documented in the
research literature (e.g., 2,3). Other factors which have been identified as impediments to
effective simulator use include the design of the simulators themselves and of the training
progams in which the simulators are employed (e.g., 4,5).- Still other factors have been
reported which influence the acceptance of simulators by those who must use them and
thereby indirectly impede theU- more extensive use (e.g., 6).

Clearly, the intent of simulator users is to achieve effective training rather than
merely to use training equipment extensively. It is possible, however, to use simulators
extensively, while at the same time to use them ineffectively. In one study (7), for
example, it was found that the extensive use of a particular device added cost, but no
training value to an already expensive pilot training program. Another study demon-
strated that the training value of a device could be increased substantially without
increasing the amount of device training time involved when the manner in which it was
used was changed (8).

While there is a great deal of scientific and training literature in existence dealing
with simulator training, some of the more significant factors influencing transfer of
simulator training have not received the systematic attention they warrant. The purpose
of this paper is to call attention to certain of the factors observed over the last decade to
he of significance in oui simulator research and that of our professional colleagues
elsewhere. The emphasis will be upon increasing the effectiveness of simulator training as
opposed merely to Mcreasing simulator use. While simulator effectiveness and use



obviously are not independent (a simulator cannot be used effectively when it is used
little or not at all), they are not always coincident, Some simulator designers and users
appear unaware of factors which, if properly treated or managed, would markedly
enhance the value and efficiency of simulator training programs. The unfortunate conse-
quence of their lack of awareness is that simulator training effectiveness suffers: skills
which may be critical to safe operation of an aircraft may not be developed; aircraft may
he required unnecessarily for training when they are needed for other purposes; training
costs become excessive; or simulator training, although effective, is conducted in an
inefficient manner.

MEASURING SIMULATOR TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

In order to identify factors which influence simulatora training effectiveness, it is
necessay to measurt those influences. Since simulator training effectivenessb is not
independet,t of We extent to which the device is used, one i-ndication of whether a factor
can ne inifuential is to determine how much a simulator training progam embodying that
factor is used, e.g., the elapsed time that the device is in use, or trie number of "aslls
practiced in it. While simulator training cannot be effective if these values equal zero,
high indices of use do not indicate effective simulator training. Even improved pilot
performance in the simuhitor resulting from its use does not assure improved performance
in the aircraft. Therefore, measures must be used which reflect improvements in pilot
performance in the aircraft, not how proficient the pilot became at flying the simulator
or how much training he received in it.

The Transfer Model

The transfer of training model can be employed to determine whether simulator
training has improved subsequent pilot performance in an aircraft. Transfer of training is
a phenomenon which occurs whenever the existence of a previously learned behavior or
skill has an influence upon the acquisition, performance, or relearning of a second
behavior or skill. Thus, if a behavior learned in a device has an influence upon the
subsequent acquisition, performance or relearning of behavior in an airplane, transfer is
said to have occurred.

A simple experimental design basod upon the transfer of training model involves two
groups of trainees: an experimental group which receives simulator training prior to
further training or performance testing in the aircraft; and a control group which receives
all its training in the aircraft. This design permits measured differences in performance in
the atreraft between the experimental and control groups to be attributed to the
int-Nei-ice of training received in the simulator by the experimental qoup. The groups
must he equated, of counse, in terms of relevant prior training and experiences, and a
means for measuring in-flight performance must be available.

tany writers distinguish between simulators (e.g., .a high degree of relevance to operational
equipment...") and training devices (e.g., ". .any piece of apparatus which is used for training..."),
The present writer will treat these examples of training equipment as members or a single class. To
quote Gagne (9, p, 96), the source also of the above quotations, "What distinguishes a training device
(from other training equipment) is not its appearance or construction, but rather how and for what
pto-paws it is used," The term simulator is used here to identify ground-based training equipment used
for the purpose of training pilots to fly aircraft, The question of how it is used will be addressed in the
paper.

b, or, as more properly stated by Jeantheau (10). the efftiveness of training with the
simulator...
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Other Approaches to Determining Simulator Training Effectiveness

Determining the effectiveness of simulator training can be a costly, time-consuming
task if an in-night performance measurement system is not wadily available. Some
analysts have attempted to conduct simulator evaluations by asking pilots, instructors,
training specialists and even students their opinions concerning simulator effectiveness,
t.e., the probable impact upon student performance of training in the simulator. I have
observed instances in which surveys of pilots' and instructors' opinions yielded results
(both pro and con) unrelated to data subsequently obtained in transfer studies involving
the devWes in question. Nleister. Sullivan, Thompson & Finley (11) found that such an
approach yiekld different estimates of the effectiveness of a particular device where
different instructors made the judements involved. Instructor evaluations of simulator
effectiveness are unreliable, probably due to attitude factors such as those discussed by
Mackie, et. al. (6). as well as because of the inherent unreliability of judgments, and
should not lie used where much is at stake. Simulator effecti7leness is a matter of trainee
in-flight performance. not of instructor, pilot, or trainee opinions about the device and its
probable usefulness.

Another simulator evaluation technique, backward or inverse transfer of training, has
been described by Adams and McAbee (12). In a backward transfer study, a pilot who
has already demonstrated mastery of in-ilight training objectives is "transferred" to the
mulator where he is required to perform tasks corresponding to those he has mastered

in the aircraft. If he can perform such tasks at criterion levels in the simulator without
practice there, backward transfer is said to have occurred, and this fact is taken as

idence that transfer in the simulator-to-dovice sequence, although of unknown quantity,
will be positive. The backward transfer design should be used with caution for at least
three reasons: (a) the results assume (often incorrectly) that a suitable training program
exists for the simulator; (b) experienced pilots already proficient at operational tasks
often have generalized skills not possessed by recent graduates and may be able to
transfer to the device because of such general skills rather than skills needed to pilot a
particultu- aircraft or perform a particular mission; and (c) the simulator may be suitably
designed for the performance and evaluation of a particular set of behaviors but may lack
the cues essential to the development of those behaviors. While backward transfer data
should not be the sole justification for simulator procurement, one would be hesitant to
use a simulator which could not be operated by competent pilots.

eantheau (10) has described four approaches to simulator evaluation: (a) conduct of
a transfer experiment as is described above; (b) analytic study of the device and its
program or instruction; (c) use of the del.nce without experimental controls which would
permit measurementof _its effectiveness; and (d) comparison of various ways of using the
device. These latter three approaches are appropriate to assuring that a simulator is used
correctly, but they do not yield data which demonstrate that pilots who are trained in
the simulator are more competent than pilots who are not so trained. Sometimes such
approaches must be relied upon for administrative reasons or because experimental
controls involve unacceptable risks (e.g., the effectiveness of lunar landing simulators
could not lie determined in a study involving a no.simulator-training control group).

The fact that simulator training research cannot always involve transfer to an aircraft
is not necessarily all bad. Many research issues, including issues related to efficient
methods of simulator training, can be investigated in simulators and laboratories to
considerable advantage. A higher degree of control can be exercised over independent
variables in such studies, and the cost of aircraft operations can be avoided. The chief
disadvantage lies in the res'ulting uncertainty concerning the effectiveness of that training
in the operational situation. Recent efforts of Matheny (13) on perceptual equivalence
may offer a means of testing simulator effectiveness without costly transfer studies.



A number of analytic models have been suggested for predicting simulator effective-
ness (14. 15, 16, 17), but none of them takes into account all of the factors believed
relevant. They are useful in designing simulators and training programs, but they do notmeasure simulator effectiveness and estimates based upon them are subject tounknown error.

Indices of Simulator Effectiveness

Various formulae have been suggested to express simulator effectiveness as a singlevalue. Gagne, Foster & Crowley (18) proposed nine such formulae, correspondfrig to
different operations involved in deriving the raw data, e.g, counting trials, measuring
time, or counting errors. Six formulae have been suggested by Murdock (19) and five byFlammerton (20), each of which deals with specific experimental design and dataproblems. An index which takes into account the amount of effort involved in device
training as well as subsequent in-flight performance, the Transfer Effectiveness Ratio
(TER), has been proposed by Povenraire & Roscoe (21). A variation of the TER takes
into account the relative cost of simulator vs. aircraft training (22). While all such indices
proinde a means for comparing simulator effectiveness, they contribute little to our
understanding of the training value of simulators. The raw data themselves, a descriptionof circumstances under which the measures were made, arid identification of the
dependent variables are more useful in understanding factors influencing simulator train-
ing. If a single index is necessuy, it might better he one which reflects the cost savings
resulting from the use of the device in a specified way in a particular training program.

FACTORS INFLUENCING SIMULATOR TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

A recent summary of simulrior trainMg studies (3) indicated that simulator training
effectiveness has increased markedly since World War II. Some of the increase can beattributed to advances in engineeiing arid instructional design technologies. Simulation
engineers now have the technology available to build simulators which more nearly satisfy
Thorndike's common elements design hypothesis, and instructional system designers havelearned how to zero in on tasks to be trained. But much of the increase has come aboutas a result of research and experience with simulators in operational training settings.In spite of the large number of simulator effectiveness studies which have been
completed, there remains much to be learned about training with these devices. Factorshave been nominated as influences upon simulator training effectiveness, but many ofthose nominations have been based on inference rather than expeiimental evidence. In
their review of simidator research, Muckier, Nygaard, O'Kelley, and Williams (23) noted
that many studies compound the influence of several potential influences such as trainingprogram content, instructional technique, arid instructor qualification, into a single
independent variable so that the transfer effects can be attributed only to the unique
combination of those influences. Even in the few experimental investigations which
isolate assumed influences, the results must be Mterpreted cautously because they
address unique training requhvments and have not been replicated.

The methodological problems involved in identifying factors which influence
simulator trainthg effectiveness cannbt easily be overcome. Suspected factors can seldom
be examined in isolation. It is difficult, for example, to determine experimentally therelative value of a remote instructor station vs. an on-board or in-the-cockpit station even
if a suitably designed simulator were available for the research, became to use eachstation to its best advantage woul6 necessitate having two methods of training: one
optimized for remote instruction; the other optimized for on-board instruction. Theexperiment would thus compare instructor station-training program combinations, not a

f -7
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.amulatur design feature in isolation from other factors. The training program factor

cannot be hold constant. It would be inappropriate to compaxe two simulator designs
using a progxam optimized for only one, or for neither.

The problem of generalizable results is not limited to studies involving operational
simulators. Even using equipment designed and dedicated to research, problems arise. For
example, to pursue the illustration of instructor station location described above,
simulator hardware inflexibility makis it difficult to conduct tho necessary research
leading to the design of the optimum remote instructor station for experimental com-
parison with the optimidly designed on-board station. Additionally, the on-hoard station
design which is optimum for a single seat, high performance attack aircraft simulator with
a visual display may hear little resemblance to the optimized on.board station for
undergraduate instrument training in a side-by-side seating helicopter simulator.

Definitive data do not ext, which will permit the quantification of the influence of
all factors believed to influence simulator training effectiveness. In fact, the mero
identification of most such factors rests upon inference, conjecture, arid untested
hypotheses. The absence of hard data obviously cannot justify suspected factors being
ignored, however. Where inferences can be made and supported by consensus, factors
believed to influence simulator training must be taken into ac.:ount by those responsible
for simulator design and use unless evidence can be assembled to refute those inferences.
It is the responsibility of the research community to undertake the systematic investiga-
tion of such factors.

The following discussion is intended to call att .ntion to selected factors h ch
influence simulator training effectiveness. It would not be fruitful to attempt to cite all
the rest ,a-chers who have contributed to the identification of such factorsthose who
have contributed to the literature on physical vs. psychological variables in simulator
design, for example, axe legion, as axe those who have remarked upon the importance of
how the simulator is used. Review articles touching on the subject include references
no, 2, 3, 23, 21 and 25. Except where specific reference is made to a particular report,
the present writer will acknowledge responsibility for the inferences set forth herein, as
well as for the selection of factors to be discussed.

Simulator Design
There axe two areas of interest with respect to the influences of simulator design

upon transfer of training: fidelity of simulation and design for training. Fidelity refers to
whether features of the alp,.raft and its environment are included in the simulator's
design, and the extent to which features which are included represent or duplicate their
real world counterparts. Design for training refers to the inclusion in simulator design of
features or configurations which facilitate training but which may bear no particular
resemblance to features of the aircraft and environment being simulated.

Fidelity of simulation is often equated with physical correspondence between the
device anti its real world counterpart. In their discussion of simulator design considera-
tions, however. Smode and Flail (26) emphasize instructional strategies and capabilities
and suggest that fidelity has meaning in terms of the process and the realism necessary to

mote learning. Design characteristics, they assert, should be defined in terms of
assuring transfer of training. In other words, fidelity of simulation is a matter of the
relevance of the simulation to the training objectives, not solely a matter of physical
correspondence. This concept of fidelity accounts for the effectiveness of so-called low
fidelity devices as well as simulators that faithfully reproduce much of the aircraft,

Design_ for_Training._ The Smode and Hall concept of fidelity i of particular interest
with respect to simulator features not modeled after the aircraft. These features, which
are concerned primarily with application of principles of learning to the training process,
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intIuh freeze. adaptive training, p °muting and cueing, performance recording andplavbaek performance measurement, and various instructor station displays and controls.It 1,; generally held that such features improve the conditions under which learning takesplace and thereby facilitate the attainment of training objectives. Therefore, they arehe considered in judging the fidelity of a device so far as training is concerned.
I t is general practice to adopt innovative simulator design features such as thosementioned above on the basis of their apparent utility without subjecting them toexperimental scrutiny. For example, the widely used simulator freeze feature wasimplemented because it was seen as an aid to attaining training objectives and toimplementing learning concepts during the instructional process. Similarly, other design,lecisions are made because the training objectives and planned concepts of simulatoremployment lead to the conclusion that a particular design is appropriate in preference toothers. For example, in the design of U.S. Army simulators for the Vertol CH-47 and the3e11 A11-1 helicopters, the instructor stations were located virtually inside the cockpits ofthese devices, and certain instructor displays were positioned so that they could beviewed by both the instructor and the trainees in order to facilitate instructor-traineea -tions during key training activities. The training effectiveness of these features

never be determaied in a transfer experiment for the methodology reasonsdiscussed ail Analytically. they are believed to represent effective simulator designswith respect to the Army's training program and the training objectives to be addressed.Visual Fidelity. Generally, tasks which cannot be duplicated or even approximatedin a device cannot be learned there for subsequent transfer to the aircraft. Therefore, asimulator in which more tasks characterizing flying can be performed has ueaterpotential training effectiveness than one in which fewer such tasks can be performed. Forexample, a simulator which does not include an extra-cockpit visual display would seemto have less effectiveness potent:0 with respect to training tasks requiring visualreferences than a simulator with such a displiy.
There have been a number of studies in which transfer from a simulator with avisual display has been demonstrated. The scenes presented by some of these displays aremuch simpler than scenes viewed from an aircraft. For example, savings in aircraft timerequired to perform visual reference maneuvers were demonstrated in a study byFlexrnan, Matheny & Brown (27) using a simulator with a visual display consisting of aline drawing on a blackboard placed in front of the cockpit and tilted by an instructor tochange perspective as the device was maneuvered with respect to simulated groundreferences. The effectiveness of other simple displays consisting of stylized grids and lineshas been demonstrated in backward Uansfer situations during studies of contact analogdisplays developed for helicopters (28). Displacement of scene elements consisting only ofdots and lines was found by Thielges and Matheny (29) to provide sufficient informationfor the performance of aircraft control tasks, although their study was not based on atransfer model.

These studies indicated that tasks involving aircraft control in relation to extra-cockpit visual information can be practiced effectively in simulators with very simple
visual scene displays. The displays consisted of no more than points, lines and geometricpatterns arranged in accord with a set of rnathv:aatical relationships described byGibson (30). Several manufacturers currently are taking advantage of the utility of theseimple scene content design requirements by marketing displays which represent nightscenes as patterned points of light on a black field, and their displays are being used withapparent success in commercial airlines' simulator training programs.

While the effectiveness of such simple visual displays has been demonstrated to theextent described above, it is also noted that simulators without a visual display can beeffective in the trainMg of visual reference flight tasks. In a study involving a helicoptersimulator without a display or any other representation of outside visual cues except the
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aircraft's navigation and attitude instruments, and without any attention during simulator
training to extra-cockpit visual cues per se, students trained to fly instrument flight
missions in the device qualified in the aircraft under visual conditions more rapidly than
did students not receiving the prior device training (31). In a similar study using a fixed
wing simulator without a visual display, a saving in visual flight time required to complete
a transition course of approximately 50% of the scheduled course length was
obtained (S). An unreported study by the U.S. Air Force involving cognitive training in a

mulator with no visual display demonstrated transfer to visual flying maneuvers such as
traffic patterns (32).

While it is not indicated by these studies' results that visual displays have no training
value, it appears that many behaviors required as responses to extra-cockpit visual stimuli
in the aircraft can be practicedor at least approximatedin response to stimuli in a
simulator without an outside display. Further, cockpit instruments provide information
about and an analog display of the visual world outside the cockpit, so a pilot flying
instruments is responding to stimuli analogous to those available to the pilot flying
visually. At least some of the simula-or effectiveness attributed to the simpler visual
displays probably would occur without the presence of such a display at all.

During the current review, no studies were found which unequivocably established
the effectiveness of any extra-cockpit visual display. While transfer studies involving visual
displays were found, only one, an exploratory study judged inconclusive by its
authors (33), included a control group in which students were trained in the simulator
without using its display. Commerical airlines have reduced aircraft training time fol-

lowing the addition of a visual display to an existing simulator, but some if not all of the
reduction resulted from a priori judgments by government agencies and the airlines
themselves concerning increased simulator training effectiveness. In no cases have there
been reports of efforts to design training programs which would seek the same flight
training savings using simulators without visual displays that presumably have been
achieved using simulators with such displays.

The lack of evidence of visual display training effectiveness cannot be taken as
evidence of their lack of effectiveness. There is a consensus that they are effective, and
data to contest that consensus do not exist. LogicWly, it would appear that an extra-
cockpit visual display is an effective way to present visual information used in some
operational taskssuch as landing on a carrier, taxiing, refueling, delivering certain kinds
of weapons, and air-to-air combat. In some instances, it may be the only effective way.
In others, it may he effective, but inefficient, particularly when cost is taken

Lnto consideration.
Motion Fidelity. Not much more is known about the influence of motion upon

simulator training effectiveness than about visual displays. Although motion simWation
has represented a significant portion of the cost of simulator procurement and operation
for a number of years, the investigation of the influence of motion upon simulator
training effectiveness has been largely ignored. The first significant study involving
simulator motion in the U-ansfer of pilot training was repo ted in 1975 by Jacobs and
Roscoe (34).

The results of the Jacobs and Roscoe study provide evidence that transfer may not
benefit from the presence of normal washout cockpit motion. In that study, training
received in a two-axis normal washout motion condition, compared with training in the
same device without .motion, resulted in non-significant differences in amount of transfer
to the aircraft for these two conditions. There was however, significant positive transfer
for both motion and no-motion conditions. Similar results have been obtained in an
unpublished U.S. Air Force undergraduate pilot training study involving a more
sophisticated six-axis motion system (32).
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Th nd Roscoe finding that, at least with beginnin, trainees, the presence of
motio- may not increase simulator training effectiveness must be treated with caution
until investigated funher, since there are other studies suggesting that, at least under
some circumstances. motion may he desirable even if not essential. For example,
Fedderson (351 reported a slight advantage in favor of a motion-simulator trained group
over a no-motion group during brief transfer trials hovering a helicopter. More
importantly, perhaps. the motion group in his study reached asymptotic performance in
the simulator more rapidly, suggesting that simulators with motion may provide more
tiffie.ent training, even if not more effective training. NASA researchers (36) have found
thr tile correlation between pilot performance in an aircraft and in a simulator increases
wi- h the addition of simulator motion cues where such cues help the pilot in coping with

damped or unstable vehicle or a sluggish control system, or under some
CiT amstances, where the control system is too sensitive. Where the aircraft is easy to tly,
however, as is the case with the aircraft used in the Jacobs and Roscoe study (iper
Cherokee) and in the Air Force study (T-37), motion has no effect. In another NASA
study 137) of the effects of simulator motion on pilots' performance of a tracking task,
the results from a moving flight simulator resembled the results from flight much morethan did those from a motionless simulator. Iluddleston and Rolfe (38) reported that,
using simulators without motion, experienced pilots are often able to achieve acceptable
levels of performance, but their patterns of control response show that their performance
L.: achieved using a strategy dliferent from that used in a dynamic training environment.
Sinee control strategies may be important during in-flight emergency maneuvers where
transfer of training research is not feasible, it would appear inadvisable to eliminate
motion from all simulators until further investigation shows the generality of the Jacobs
and Roscoe findings. At the present time, we cannot be certain of the role of motion in
simulator training effectiveness and efficiency.

Handling Charac-eristics. Simulators built with the technology available two decades---ago tended to have handling characteristics which were sometimes quite unlike those of
an aircraft, and their effectiveness was limited largely by the fact that pilots resisted
training in them or would use them only as procedures trainers (5). There werearid still
axestrong pilot opinions that a simulator had to "feel like an aircraft if it were to be
effective. Transfer studies of individual aircraft control partlmeters, such as a study of the
correspondence in- stick pressures between a device and a training aircraft (39) failed to
lend support to the pilots' opinions. Where the correspondence between the device and
the aircraft is gross, however, as v.as found in one device in which forward pressure onthe wheel resulted in a climb configuration (40), simulator effectiveness undoubtedly will
suffer. Thus, although in the extreme case simulator response characteristics unlike those
of the aircraft can produce negative transfer of training, there is little evidence that the
simulator must precisely duplicate the feel of the aircraft in order to be effective. It Ls
possible, however, that even minor dissimilarities in feel or res. nse could lead to thesame kinds of potential problems found in simulators withe motion, i.e., lower
correlation between simulator and Right performance, particularly ...here the more diffi-
cult to fly aircraft are concerned.

Our understanding of simulator design features in relation to simulator training
effectiveness is quite limited. It is clear that designing a simulator is not entirely a matter
of duplicating an acraft. The physical correspondence between the simulator and the
aircraft is probably more related to cost, as Miller (41) indicated almost two decades ago,
than to training effectiveness. If the degee of correspondence between the device and the
aircraft is relevant to the objectives of the intended training, training in the simulator can
be made effectivewhether it is or not is a matter related to other factors.



Training Programs
Frequent note has bn Laken of the influence upon training effectiveness of the

manner in which a simulator is used. Yet, the literature is full of reports of situations in

which the importance of training program design and execution seemed to be

ii-mored 5). Although there is an increasing emphasis upon effective use of devices,
curxent instances can be cited of training progams in which simulators are misused or axe
used inefficiently. Ever. in simulator effectiveness research, participating instructors often
axe permitted to conduct training in various non-standardized ways.

To list all training program design and execution variables which potentially
influence simulator training effectiveness would be an almost interminable task. Any of
the numerous textbooks on human learning will provide a source for identification of
vaiiables which influence learning and performance, e.g., schedules of reinforcement,
meaningfulness and difficulty of material to be learned, size of learning blocks and
knowledge of results. Flexman, et al., (27) have shown how such variables can be
mployed to increase simulator and flight training effectiveness.

The sequencing of simulator and aircraft training has been suggested as a factor
which could influence the effectiveness of simulator training. Smode, et al. (2) concluded
that the evidence concerning whether sequencing is influential was inconclusive. Meister,
et aL. int presented data which suggest that ,witching from the aircraft to the simulator
reduces performance in the simulator on the following sessions, resulting in a training
inefficiency. While there may be some interactive effects between the sequence, the
manner in which the device is used, and the design of the device which could influence

effectiveness, it would appear quite likely that training in the aircraft before the full
benefit of the simulator has been realized with respect to a particular task would tend to
reduce the overall efficiency of the simulator-device training program. In an unpublished
instance which illustrates this view, a fifty training hour progam in which the simulator
was used prior to training in the aircraft became a sixty training hour program when the
sequence was changed to mix simulator and aircrgl training, although other changes were
introduced concurrently which could have contributed to the resulting inefficiency.

Training program content Ls an obvious influence upon simulator training
effectiveness. A dynamic flight simulator used only as a procedures trainer, for example,
is not being used effectively. It is also believed that simulator training presented in the
context of simulated mission activities, as opposed to abstract training exercises, tends to
he more effective, and the literature on learning and forgetting suggests that behavior
learned within such a meaningful context will be less quickly forgotten (42).

There are a number of other training progam factors which influence simulator
training efficiency and thus would lead to a higher TER value, although not to increased
effectiveness per se. These: include the amount of simulator training, the sequence in
which instruction is conthicted in the simulator, the itse of individual (as opposed to
group) pacing, training to specified criterion levels (as opposed to training for fixed time
periods), and the extent to which simulator training includes tasks which um be leamed
more efficiently in the a4-craft. Smode, et aL, (2) pointed out a decade ago that little
was known ahout how to manipulate such factors to hest advantage. That observation is

still valid.

Person ne I

Simulator training involves trainees and instructors. Both categories of personnel
represent potential influences upon effectiveness. The most obviously relevant considera-
tions with respect to both are their qualifications and prior experience, hut occasionally
other variabks are suggested. For example, Meister, et al. (11), found a difference in the
effectiveness of one simulator training program for student and operational pilots vs.
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reservists. The difference could also be attributed to considerations such as fatigue andstress, factors which probably account for many unexpected findings in transfer studies.
The present paper will discuss only the more obvious personnel factors.

Trainees. All investigations of human learning are subject to the influences oftask-related aptitudes of the learners. Aptitudes are defined in terms of learning
efficiency, and high aptitude students learn a given task more rapidly or to a greater
degree than do low aptitude students. Where the training program involves fixed amountsof simulator training time, high aptitude students learn more tasks to transfer to theaircraft; where traMi rig is to fixed performance levels and training time varies, high andbw aptitude students achieve about equally, but high aptitude students require lesstraining time in the simulator. A measure of simulator training efficiency such as-the
TER will yield a higher value for high aptitude students, but this does not indicate thatthe simulator training program is more effective with such students. It is robably equally
effective with both groups of students, but training time in the device will be shorter forone than for the other. Thus, while high aptitude students learn more efficiently,
aptitude per se is not believed to be an influence upon simulator training effectiveness.

The influence upon simulator training effectiveness of level of trainee skill oramount of prior flight experience is frequently questioned. Many military pilots and
managers acknowledge that simulators provide appropriate training for the airlines, where
the trainees axe highly experienced, but insist that the deivees cannot be relied upon asextensively to train less experienced military pilots. The skills possessed by these two
woups of trainees do differ, qualitatively as well as quantitatively, and the tasks for
which they undergo training are not identical. Therefore, the training they receive should
not be identical if it is optimally designed to meet their respective training needs, and the
characteristics of the simulators involved in their training should vary as well. It does not
follow, however, that simulator training can be appropriately designed and conducted for
one experience level trainee but not for another. In fact, the experimental evidence does
not support the contention that simulator training effectiveness is influenced by level of
trainee experience in isolation from other factors. After reviewing a large number of
transfer of trainthg studies, Micheli (3) concluded that flight training devices axe effective
for both neophyte pilot trainees and airline pilots.

Instructors. After reviewing the literature on the flight instructor, Smode, et al. (2),
concluded that experienced pilots do not make better in-flight instructors than
inexperienced pilots. The same conclusion can be extrapolated to simulator instructors.
While the evidence is skimpy, it appears that even personnel with no flight experience canbe trained to be effective simulator instructors. For example, in a simulator training
study comparing an instructor with several thousand hours military instructor-pilot
experience, a recent flight training program graduate, and a non-rated individual with afew hours dual instruction but no other aeronautical experience, no significant differences
were found in the in-flight performance of the4. students (43).

There is some evidence that not all simulator instructors are equally prepared for
their job. Hall, et al. (5) surveyed a number of military training programs and found that
non-rated enlisted instructors were ill prepared as compared with pilots, particularly with
respect to relevant knowledge of the aircraft. They also noted that pilots were similarly
ill prepared with respect to knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of the simu-
lators. Since no transfer data were reported, it cannot be determined whether this factorhad an influence upon subsequent in-flight performance in favor of either typeof instructor. .

Muckier, et al. (23) observed that in some cases a simulator instructor must provide
supplementary information about the in-flight task which might not be available to a
non-rated instructor, thus presumably tipping the scale in favor of pilots as simulator

,
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instructors. Muckier, et al., also noted that instructor ability and fidelity of simulation
are related in such fashion that as fidelity increes, the necessary level of instructor
ability may decrease, and, conversely, as fidelity decreases, instructor ability must
increase. This relationship would tend to place the more able instructor in the lower
fidelity simulator where a greater amount of supplementary information might be
required. It has bem rny observation that Just the opposite situation often obtains. The
more experienced pilots Mstruct M high fidelity simulators, while less experienced and
non-rate I personnel instruct in older, lower fidelity devices.

Another consideration is whether there should be one instructor or two in a
'mulator trainMg program. That is, is simulator trainieg effectiveness influenced by

whether the simulator instructor is also the in-flight instructor? While this variable has
not been isolated for study, there appears to be an increase in effectiveness when a single
instructor is responsible for both simulator and aircraft training, and it has become a
standard feature of the simulator trainffig progams developed by rny organization.a One
apparent benefit is that the instruction given in the simulator is more compatible with
that given in the aircraft when only one instructor is involved, thus reducing any
potential negative transfer attributable to instructor-peculiar performance requirements.

It often has been assumed that the instructor is an important factor influencing
training effectiveness, and such may well be the case. If so, the influence must be
attributable to the manner in which the instructor functions, i.e., to non-standardization
in his administration of the trainMg program. There is insufficient el.idence available at
this time to attribute the assumed influence to instructor experience or qualification per
seassuming he has undergone an instructor trainMg program appropriate to the instruc-
tional task at hand.

Attitudes
While the influence of simulator design upon simulator training effectiveness may

not always be clear, simulator design has an impact upon instructors and trainees,
reflected in their attitudes, which in turn has a Ime hifluence upon simulator training
effectiveness. Flexman described this impact as follows (quoted in 23, p.69): "Fidelity of
simulation can operate as a motivational variable. If the simulator looks, acts, feels and
sounds like the airplane, then the trainee is more likely to be convinced that practice in
the device will be beneficial to him." In circular fashion, attitudes also influence
simulator design. Williges, et al. (25) noted this phenomenon when they stated that
decisions to include complex and expensive motion systems in simulators axe invariably
determined by pilots' attitudes. It has been my observation that fidelity of simulation has
a greater impact upon the attitude of the simulator instructor, particularly if he is a pilot,
than it has upon the trainee, &nd, in turn, instructor attitudes concerning simulator
training can determine trainee attitudes.

The most duvet effect of trainee and instructor attitude upon simulator tiaining
effectiveness is probably upon their willingness to engage in simulator training in the first
place. That is, devices which are viewed favorably seem to be used more than those
which are viewed less favorably. If the addition of a motion system or visual display to a
simulator will result in favorable traffiee and instructor attitudes toward simulator training
and hence geater utilization of the device, it is possible that more effective simulator
training will result from the greater utilization, even though the motion and lAsual per se
may contfibute nothing dh-ectly to transfer.

aThe single instructor concept has been used elsewhere at least as early as the late 1940s (44).
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It would be a mistake to attribute all favorable attitudes toward simulator training
to high fidelity. There are relatively low fidelity devices which are viewed favorably by
many trainees and instructors, and some quite sophisticated devices have been maligned
unbearably by some of the same people. One device used extensively by the U.S. Army
as an instrument trainer for a number of years was extolled by the device instructors,
maligned by flight instructors, and described variously as a beast and an aid by trainees.
A study of the effectiveness of training conducted in the device was less ambiguous: it
was useless (7).

Except to the extent, that favorable attitudes increase device use, the effects of
attitude upon simulator training appear to be practically nil. In a study reported by
Muckier, et al. (23), negative attitudes toward a trainer were induced in an experimental
group by stressing the device's low fidelity, while positive attitudes were induced in
another group by stressing the same device's training effectiveness During transfer trials
in the aircraft, both groups were found to have benefited, about equally, from the device
training, thus indicating that the induced negative attitude did not affect device training
effectiveness. An interesting aspect of that study was that the negative attitude group
required more training in the device to reach criterion, so that the TER value, had that
meaSure of effectiveness been used, would have been geater for the positive
attitu,!e group.

No transfer study was found during the current review which indicated that attitude
per se was a factor influencing simulator effectiveness. On the basis of my own experi-
ence, it appears that just the reverse may be the case: simulator training effectiveness
influences attitudes toward simulator training. I have observed abrupt shifts in attitudes,
particuarly among instructors and training program managers, following demonstrations of
simulator effectiveness. In one instance, instructors' very negative attitudes toward
reduced scale paper mockups of a cockpit became favorable when they discovered that,
unknown to them, their better students were using these "devices" on their own. In a
study reported by Meyer, et al. (4), pilots' opinions concerning simulator training were
found to be more favorable following their puticipation in an effective simulator training
program than were the opinions of non-participating pilots.

In spite of a lack of supporting research evidence, there is a consensus among
trainees, instructors and administrators that favorable attitudes toward simulator Lraining
increase training effectiveness. This probably is correct in the sense that more extensive
use will be made of simulators if they are viewed favorably. It may be, however, that
attitudes are influenced more by simulator training effectiveness, than the other way
around. A well conducted -test" of the training effectiveness of a simulator may be a
very influential factor in assuring that its training value will be realized.

Expectations

Many aviators accept the proposition that training in a simulator might be helpful
but view it as less effective than training in an aircraft. It has been my observation that
simulator training administered under the control of such individuals never exceeds their
expectations. If simulators are viewed as useful only as procedures trainers or as instru-
ment trainers, they tend to he used only as procedures or instrument trainers, even
though the same devices might be used more effectively by others who view them as
offering a greater range of training opportunities. If simulators are viewed as useful only
for the initial stages of the development of a particular skill, to be followed by further
development of that skill in the aircraft, simulator training is less effective than if they
are viewed as substitutes for the aircraft to be used for the development of a particular
skill to criterion before transferring to the aircraft. While simulator training may not
always prove as effective as some might expect, expectations appear to place a limit upon
realized effectiveness by limiting the manner and extent of simulator training.
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Expectations can influence simulator training effectiveness in more subtle ways as
The expectation that a simulator training program will prove ineffective can

Mfluence its evaluation in the expected direction. Resewch by Rosenthal (45) has shown
that, even with no intention to do so, an experimenter influences the outcome of his
research in the direction of his expectations. Since many "tests" of the effectiveness of
simulator training are conducted by pilots who hold strong views concerning the value of
simulator vs. aircraft training, we must assume that their expectations can and sometimes
do influence the test data. In those instances in which there is real or perceived presstue
from a higher authority to reach a particular finding concerning the utility of a particular
simulator, the effect might be even greater.

There is an almost infinite number of factors which might shape expectations
concerning simulator training effectiveness. An obvious factor is prior experience with
simulator training. The more favorable opinions of pilots toward simulators following
participation in an effective simulator training program were noted above. Another factor
may he their age. Smode, et al. (2), noted that older pilots tend to make poorer flight
instructors, possibly because of a hesitancy to adopt new teaching methods such as the
use of simulation. Total 'flight time is probably also a factor, since the older, more
experienced pilots are more likely to have had unsatisfactory experiences with old
simulators and typically put greater confidence in in-flight training.

INCREASING SIMULATOR TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

It is unlikely that the effectiveness of any sinnilator trning program can be

attributed to a single influence. Instead, all the factors discussed above, and probably
many more subtle ones, act in combination to produce effective simulator training. Even

factors which may not be thought influential in isolation may serve as catalysts. Effective
simulator training depends upon a proper combination of hardware, program, personnel,
and other factors.

Although progress has been made over the four decades since Edwin Link
introduced his first instrument flight trainer, there is still an element of uncertainty
involved in the design and use of simulators in meeting training objectives. Wheaton and
Mirabella (46) noted that simulator designers have often been more artisans than
technicians, and because of the informal nature of the methods they use, it is difficult to
reproduce their results or to train others to produce effective devices. The same comment
can be applied to training program developers, perhaps to an even greater degree. There
are artisans who devise effective ways of using simulators, even apparently poorly
designed simulators, but these artisans have not been notably successful in training others
to produce effective simulator training progams. Conversely, it can be noted that others
have produced precious little in the way of effectiveness, even though working with
costly simulators of apparently excellent design.

While simulator training artisans can sometimes produce spectaculu results, there are
too few such individuals to develop and continously update all of the simulator training
programs requil-ed by military and civilian pilot training establishments and operational
units. The present paper was conceived as an attempt to highlight some considerations
which, if attended to, might lead to increases in simulator training effectiveness. It may
have that effect in some instances, but I am not convinced that our present data base is

sufficient to that objective.
Clearly, more research is needed to increase our understanding of factors influencing

simulator training effectiveness. But a conceptual framework widch could make the
conduct of that research more efficient and relevant to generalizable problem solutions is

lacking. Because of this lack, training specialists have no theoretically acceptable design
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models to follow and no effectiveness goals to seek. I do not see much in the recent
reseaxch literature which will provide the conceptual underpinning for required simulatortraining designs.

One problem is that insufficient information is being disseminated about the designof simulators and training programsboth effective and ineffective ones. Most publishedsimulator training research reports state the identity of the simulator, the experimentaldesign model, and the results. Often information is not included in the report orotherwise available about the simulator's design, the way it was used, the attitudes andexpectations of the personnel involved, and other factors which should be of interest tosomeone trying to apply the study's results to meet operational training requu-ements.There needs to be much more emphasis upon how the reported results v ^re achieved.Attempts to apply research results in the design of simWators and aaining programsare important, but greater benefit can be derived from study of existing devices andprograms to locate features which can be adopted in new simulator training programsunder development. The most useful model to follow in the development of effectivesimulator training is that provided by an existing application, modified to incorporatefeatures from other such models as seems appropriate.
The simulator training practitioners and researchers alike need more case studyreports of simulator training applications. Such case studies would serve two purposes:they would provide models to be followed in other applications, and they would presentdesign data which could then be assembled and studied in efforts to develop conceptualmodels for futur,' applications and to guide research.
While I dc lot mean to relegate research to a lesser position of importance in ourefforts to increase simulator training effectiveness, I feel that there needs to be moreemphasis at the present time upon gathering data about existing simulators and trainingprograms so that a better conceptual framework can be developed for such research. Ourtheories need to rest upon a broader data baselata which is derivable from presentapplications. At the present time, there needs to be more use of the scientific methodcalled naturalistic observation so that a broader data base can he developed. Perhaps thefirst step is to recognize a need for better communication among practitioners andresearchers about the nature of effective simulator training. Such a step could lead toincreased simulator training effectiveness through greater familiarity v "h the processesinvolved in simulator training.
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